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Abstract 

Approximate formulas of wide validity are derived for gyro magnetic emission and absorption of 
gyromagnetic waves by mildly relativistic electrons. An averaged emissivity is defined by replacing 

the sum over harmonic number by an integral and averaging over the pitch angle distribution of 

the radiating particles. A method for performing the average over pitch angle without approximation 

to the Bessel functions is developed and the resulting expressions are then approximated using 
Wild-Hill formulas which interpolate between the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic limits. The 

volume emissivity and the absorption coefficient are evaluated for Maxwellian and power-law (in 
energy) distributions by evaluating the integral over energy using the method of steepest descents. 

The resulting formulas reproduce and generalize known special cases including the synchrotron 

formulas, the exact results derived by Trubnikov for perpendicular propagation, and formulas 
derived more recently by Petros ian for the mildly relativistic case. The accuracy of the approxima

tions is checked by comparison with numerical results based on exact formulas. The polarization 

is discussed in the limits of both strong and weak Faraday rotation, and a deficiency in Petrosian's 
approximation for near-perpendicular propagation is rectified. The line frequencies and line widths 

are estimated analytically and an interpolation formula is found between the Doppler width and the 
transverse Doppler width, known previously from the work of Trubnikov for perpendicular prop
agation. 

1. Introduction 

Gyromagnetic emISSIOn from mildly relativistic electrons is of interest in 

astrophysical applications, notably solar microwave bursts (see e.g. the review by 

Marsh and Hurford 1982), where it is usually called gyro synchrotron radiation,· 

and also in laboratory applications where it is both an energy loss mechanism for 

hot plasmas (see e.g. the review by Bornatici et al. 1983) and a useful diagnostic tool 

(Engelmann and Curatolo 1973; Costley et al. 1974). The mildly relativistic regime 

extends roughly from a few tens of keV to a few MeV; more formally it may be 

defined as the regime between the cyclotron and synchrotron limits. In the cyclotron 

or non-relativistic limit, gyromagnetic emission from an optically thin plasma consists 

of line emission at harmonics of the electron cyclotron frequency Qe with the intensity 

decreasing rapidly with increasing harmonic number s (see e.g. Bekefi 1966, p.203). 

In the synchrotron or ultra-relativistic limit gyro magnetic emission is dominated 

by very high harmonics s ~ (y sin ex) 3 , where y is the Lorentz factor and ex is the pitch 

angle of the electron, and the emission from neighbouring harmonics overlaps to form 
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a smooth continuum with a peak at w ~ y2Q. sin 0(. Relatively simple analytic 

approximations are available in these two limits. General formulas for gyromagnetic 

emission involve Bessel functions and in the cyclotron and synchrotron limits these 

are approximated by the leading terms in their power series expansions and by Airy 

functions respectively. Trubnikov (1958) introduced the Carlini approximation to 

the Bessel functions (Watson 1944, p. 226) for the mildly relativistic regime, and derived 

relatively simple analytic formulas for emission perpendicular to the magnetic field 

lines (e = -!-n) in vacuo. However, most of the detailed results for gyrosynchrotron 

radiation at e =I- -!-n in a plasma have been based on numerical treatments (Ramaty 

1969; Takakura 1972) in which the Bessel functions are treated exactly. Recently, 

Petrosian (1981) has made considerable progress in deriving relatively simple 

expressions using the Carlini approximation. His technique involves evaluating 

the integrals over pitch angle and energy for a distribution of electrons using the 

method of steepest descents, and the resulting formulas are found to be quite accurate 

when compared with numerical results (Petrosian 1981; Du1k and Marsh 1982; 

Petrosian and McTiernan 1983). 

Our main purpose in this paper is to derive analytic approximations for the 

gyromagnetic emission and absorption coefficients with as wide a range of validity 

as practicable. Our approach involves three steps: 

(i) We modify an approach used by Melrose (1971) to derive and extend formulas 

for synchrotron radiation: the method involves carrying out the integral over pitch 

angle without making any approximations to the Bessel functions. The essential 

idea which allows the integral to be performed is that cos 0( - cos e is a parameter 
of order y -1 and the synchrotron formulas are derived by expanding in y -1. In 

the ultra-relativistic limit the fact that all the emission is confined to a forward cone 
with half angle ~ y -1 implies that 0( - e is of order y -1 • 

(ii) Petrosian's (1981) evaluation of the integral over cosO( using steepest descents 

suggests that the integrand is strongly peaked about the particular value 

cos 0( = np cos e (n is the refractive index and pc the electron speed). Consequently, 

it is reasonable to suppose that cos 0( - np cos e is small and to expand in this 

parameter. Such an expansion enables one to perform the 'cos 0( integral, as done by 

Melrose (1971), without making any approximation to the Bessel functions. That is, 

on replacing the small parameter cos 0( - cos e in the ultra-relativistic case by 

cos 0( - np cos e in the more general case, one can extend the formulas derived by 

Melrose (1971) to the mildly relativistic case. 

(iii) We replace the Bessel functions by approximate forms of the general type 

first considered by Wild and Hill (1971). The Wild-Hill approximation is basically 

of the Carlini type with interpolations, so that it reproduces the Airy functions 

accurately in their appropriate limit; it also reproduces the power series expansions 

within the accuracy of Stirling's formula in their appropriate limit. 

These three steps, together with the fact that we allow the radiation to be into the 

magnetoionic modes, lead to relatively simple formulas of wide validity. These 

formulas reproduce both Petrosian's (1981) formulas for the mildly relativistic case 

and the well-known synchrotron formulas in the ultra-relativistic case. The cyclotron 

limit is not reproduced directly because the harmonic number s is continuous rather 

than discrete, but our results should still be useful in this limit (cf. Dulk and Marsh 

1982). 
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Our derivation of these general formulas is given in Section 2, and they are applied 

to Maxwellian and to power-law distributions of electrons in Section 3. The 

polarization of the emission is treated in Section 4 in two complementary ways: 
by separating into magnetoionic components and in terms of polarization tensors 

or Stokes parameters. In Section 5 a variant of our method is used to estimate the 

emission frequency and the bandwidth of emission at individual harmonics; we derive 

an interpolation formula linking the usual Doppler bandwidth and the bandwidth 
derived by Trubnikov (1958) for perpendicular propagation (cf. Bekefi 1966, p.202) 

due to the (relativistic) transverse Doppler effect. 

2. Averaged Emissivity 

In this section we sum the single particle emissivity over harmonics and average 

over pitch angle to obtain an averaged emissivity. Our method of performing the 

pitch angle integration is analogous to that used by Melrose (1971) in the synchrotron 

case: the integrands are expanded in the small parameter cos IX - nf3 cos (J and the 

leading terms are integrated exactly with no approximation to the Bessel functions. 

The resulting averaged emissivity still involves Bessel functions which we treat using 

approximations of the type consid,ered by Wild and Hill (1971); these approximations 

lead to relatively simple expressions valid in both the mildly relativistic 'and synchro

tron regimes. Finally, we consider the accuracy of the Wild-Hill approximations 

in detail, including comparison with numerical results. 

(a) General Analysis 

The radiating electrons are assumed to be distributed in energy (ymc 2 ) and pitch 

angle cosine (cos IX) according to 

F(y,coslX) = N(y) ¢(COSIX) , (1) 

with 

I~1 dcoslX ¢(COSIX) = 2, 41t I1°O dy N(y) = N, (2a, b) 

where y = (1- f32)-t is the Lorentz factor and N is the number density of particles. 

The waves are described by their frequency w, angle of propagation (J relative to 

the magnetic field, and refractive index n. The waves are assumed to be in (magneto

ionic) modes with polarization ellipse characterized by the axial ratio T and longi

tudinal part K (Melrose 1980, p.43); n, K and T are known functions of w, !le, wp 

and (J for each mode. 

We are chiefly interested in emission into the ordinary (0) and extraordinary (x) 

modes with w ~ wp, !le, implying K ~ 1 and 

To = - cos (J{a+(l +a2)t}/1 cos(J I = _T;1, (3a) 

with 

a = Qe sin2(J/2w I cos (J I . (3b) 

Thus the modes are then nearly transverse and are approximately circularly polarized 

(To ~ -1, Tx ~ 1) for I (J-!1t I ~ Qe/2w and linearly polarized (To ~ - 00, Tx ~ 0) 

for I (J -!1t I ~ Qe/2w. 
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The gyro magnetic emissivity for waves in a particular mode and harmonic s 

is given by (Melrose 1980, Ch.4) 

A . 
l'/(s,w,(J) = --2 [{Ksm(J +(cos(J -nf3cosrx)T}J.(sz) 

I+T 

+nf3sinrxsin(JJ;(sz)ft5(w(1-nf3cosrxcos(J) -sQe!'y), (4) 

with 

A = e2w2/4neo 2nc n sin2 (J , 

z = nf3 sin rx sin (J/(l - nf3 cos a cos (J). 

We define an averaged emissivity by 

00 1 J1 
ij(w,(J) == L 2¢( 13 '(J) dcosa¢(cosa)l'/(s,w,(J). 

s= 1 n cos -1 

(5a) 

(5b) 

(6) 

Thus we sum the single particle emissivity over harmonics and average over the 

pitch angle distribution. 

Since we are interested in high harmonics, we replace the sum over s in (6) by an 

integral. Calculation of the averaged emissivity then proceeds as follows: 

(i) Change variables from 13 and cos a to 13' and cos rx' given by 

We find that 

13' = nf3 sin (J 
(l-n 2 f3 2cos2(J)t' 

cos rx - nf3 cos (J 
cos a' = -,--::---'------:: 

1 - nf3 cos rx cos (J 

1 - n2 f3 2cos2 (J 
dcosa = dcosa', 

(1 + nf3 cos a' cos (J? 

z = f3'sin a' . 

(7a, b) 

(8a) 

(8b) 

The limits cos a' = ± 1 correspond with cos a = ± 1. This change of variables 

corresponds to a Lorentz transformation into a frame in which the otherwise helical 

motion of the particles with cos a = nf3 cos (J becomes purely circular; these particles 

have cos a' = 0 and our expansion presupposes that particles with small I cos a' I 
dominate in the emission. 

(ii) Expand the pitch angle distribution up to first order in cos a' : 

¢(cos a) = ¢(nf3 cos (J){1 + cos a'(I-n2 f3 2cos2 (J)(ln ¢)'}, (9) 

with 

d¢(cosa) I . 
(In¢)' =dcosa cosa=npcos8 

(iii) Assume that cos a' is a small quantity, of order (Qe/2w}t according to 

Petrosian (1981), and expand the coefficients of Js and J; in equation (4) up to first 

order in cos a'. 
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(iv) Evaluate the integral over s using the approximate equality 

fooo 
ds H(s)J(w(1-nf3cosacosO) -sQ./y) 

~ (y/Q.){H(s) -snf3cosa'cosOdH(s)/ds}o=oo' (10) 

with 

So = (yw/Q.)(l-n2f32cos20) 

and where H (s) is any function of s which can be approximated by 

H(s) ~ H(so) + (s-so){dH(s)/ds}o=oo , 

for small S-So. 

We now substitute (4) into (6) and carry out these steps to obtain 

A Y fl r;(w,O) = --2 -(1-n2f3 2cos20) t dcosa' (1 +i'\ cos a') 
1 +T Q. -1 

X {(C2 +C3 cosa')J.(sf3' sin a') 

. , J'( 13" ')}21 +c4 slna • s sma '='0' 

where cl is an operator and c2 , C3 and C4 are constants given by 

Cl = -nf3cosO(4 +sd/ds)+(I-n2f3 2cos20)(ln4>)" 

C2 = KsinO +TcosO(I-n2f32), 

C3 = nf3 sin O(Kcos0 -TsinO), 

C4 = nf3 sin O(l- n2f32cos20)t . 

(11) 

(12) 

(13a) 

(13b) 

(13c) 

(13d) 

Hereafter, all quantities involving s are to be evaluated at s = So (equation 11), 
except in Section 5. 

The integrals over cos a' which appear in (12) are performed exactly in Appendix 1. 

We find that 

r;(w,O) = I:T2 ~y-n2f32cos20){cU~1)(f3') +(c~ +2clc2c3)I~2)(f3') 

+ d I~3)(f3') + C2 C4 I~4)(f3') + cl C3 C4 I~5)(f3')}, (14) 

with 

I~l)(f3') = t f~l dcosa' (Jo)2, 

I~2)(f3') = t f 1 d cos a' cos2a'(J .)2, 
-1 

I~3)(f3') = tfl dcosa' sin2a'(J;)2, 
-1 

(15a) 

(15b) 

(15c) 
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1(4)((3') = l f 1 d cos cx' 2 sin cx' J' J 
s 2 s s' 

-1 

(lSd) 

/(5)((3') = l f 1 d cos cx' 2 sin cx' cos2a' J J I 
S 2 S s' 

-1 

(lSe) 

where the argument of the Bessel functions is s(3' sin a'. 

(b) Approximations to the Bessel Functions 

In Appendix 1 the integrals /~j)((3') are evaluated exactly in terms of Bessel functions 

of order 2s. For small (3' these functions may be adequately approximated by their 

power series expansions. In the synchrotron limit (s ;? 1, (3' ::::::; 1) the /~j)((3') may 

be approximated by Airy functions, as shown explicitly by Melrose (1971). Petrosian 

(1981) made the Carlini approximation (Watson 1944, p. 226) to the Bessel functions; 

however, he did so before integrating over pitch angle by steepest descents. It is 

straightforward to apply the Carlini approximation to the integrals /~j)((3') and this 

is valid for s (1- (3'2)3/2 ;? 1. The Carlini and Airy function approximations to the 

/~j)((3') are derived in Appendix 1 and appear in Table 1 with 

sc == ~(1- (3'2)- 3/2. (16) 

Wild-Hill Approximations. Wild and Hill (1971) introduced approximations to 

the Bessel functions which are valid for virtually all orders and arguments of interest 

in gyroemission. The Wild-Hill approximations are of similar form to the Carlini 

approximations and interpolate between them and the Airy function approximations. 

In Appendix 1 approximations of the type considered by Wild and Hill (1971) are 

derived for the integrals /~j)((3'). These approximations reproduce both the Carlini 

and Airy function approximations to the /~j)(f3') in the appropriate limits. The 

Wild-Hill approximations and the limiting forms between which they interpolate 

are listed in Table 2 where the function Z is defined as 

Z == (3' exp{(l- (3'2)t}/ {I + (1- (3'2)t} . (17) 

The accuracy of these approximations is discussed in Section 2d. 

Averaged Emissivity. The averaged emissivity in terms of the Wild-Hill approxi

mations is given by 

A l' 2 2 2 Z2s 

iJ(w,O) = -. -2 -(1- n (3 cos (})(4 ).1. 
1 + T Qe ns 2 

2 2 2A 2 

(
C2 -t c3 + C1C2C3Q_5/6 +~Q1/6 

X -Q1 + 4 2 2 2s(3,2 3 2s s 

C2 C4 -1/6 £\ C3 C4 . _i) 
+ s(3' Q4 + 252(3' Q5

2 
, 

(18) 

with 

Q j = 3/2sc +a)2s. (19) 

The aj are given in the note to Table 2. 
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Table 1. Carlini and Airy function approximations to the five integrals introduced in (15) 

In the Carlini approximation, J2.{2s{3') is to be interpreted as Z2Sj(4ns )t(1- {3'2)t 

with Z given by (17) 

Integral Approximation 

Carlini Airy function 

I ~1)({3') 
J2,(2s{3') 1 Joo 

2s (1-{3'2}t 
"2T dt K1/3(t) 

sn 3 sl'e 

I~2)({3') 
J 2.(2s{3') 1 {3,2 (f 00 ) 

4s 2(1- {3,2) 4sn")3 .I'e dt KS/3 (t) - K2/3(S jsc) 

I~3)({3') 
J 2.{2s{3')(1- {3'2)t 

1 {3'\J 00 ) 

2s{3,2 4sn")3 .I'e dt KS/3(t) + K2/3(s jsc) 

I~4)({3') 
J 2.{2s{3') 1-{3,2 

s{3' sn")3 K1/3(s jsJ 

I~S)(f3') 
J 2.(2s{3') 1 f 00 

2s2{3'(1-{3'2)t 2 2")3 dt K1/3(t) 
ns .I'e 

Table 2. Limiting cases of approximations to the integrals I~j)({3') 

The columns labelled 'Carlini' and 'Airy' apply for s ~ Sc and s ~ Sc respectively, 
with Sc defined by (16)_ The 'Wild':"-Hill' entries are interpolations between the other 

two with 

a1 = as = 9j2n = 1-4324, a2 = {21/331/3r(t)j(2n)t}6/S = 2-2179, 

a3 = {21/632/3ntjrH)}6 = 13-5890, a4 = {21/632/3r(i)j(4n)t}6 = 0-5033 

Integral 

Carlini 

I~1)({3') Z2, 1 e s r 
(4ns)t 2s i 

I~2)({3') 
Z2. 1 e S) S/6 

(4ns)t 4s2 i 

I~3)({3') 
Z2, 1 eSc) -1/6 

(4ns)~ 2s{3,2 3 

I~4)(f3') 
Z2. 1 e S) 1/6 

(4ns)t s{3' i 

I~S)(f3') Z2, 1 escr 
(4ns)t 2s2{3' 3 . 

Approximation 

Airy 

1 1 esr 
(4ns)t 2s a1 

lIeS) S/6 

(4ns)t 4s2 a2 

1 1 (2S) -1/6 

(4ns)t 2s a3 

lIeS) 1/6 

(4ns)t -; a4 

1 1 esr 
(4ns)t 2S2 as 

Wild-Hill 

Z2. 1 ( 3 a1)-t 
(4ns)t 2s 2sc + 2s 

Z2. 1 (3 a2) -S/6 

(4ns)t 4s2 2sc + 2s 

Z2. 1 (3. a3) 1/6 

(4ns)t 2s{3,2 2sc + 2s 

Z2. 1 (3 a4 ) -1/6 

(4ns)t s{3' 2sc + 2s 

Z2. 1 (3 as) -t 

(4ns)t 2s2{3' 2sc + 2s 
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(c) Isotropic Distributions 

In the case of anisotropic distributions, equation (18) cannot be simplified signifi

cantly since we must retain the term (In ¢)' in c\. If the distribution is isotropic, 

however, the error involved in neglecting terms involving c1 is at most a few per cent, 

except in the degree of circular polarization (cf. Sections 2d and 4). Neglecting terms 

involving c1 , we obtain 

A Y Z2s Q1/6 
ij(w 8) ~ - __ (1_n2[32cos2 8) ___ 3_ 

, 1 + T2 Qe (4ns)t 2s 

X 2 Q-tQ-1/6 + ~Q-1/6 Q-1/6 + ~ + ~Q-5/6 Q-1/6 ( 
2c C c2 c2 

) 

c2 1 3 [3' 4 3 [3'2 2s 2 3 . (20) 

Using approximations to the products Qi Qj developed in Appendix 1 and setting 

K = 0 in c3 , we obtain our final expression for ij(w, 8): 

with 

ij(w, 8) = ---(l-n2[32cos28)--, - 1 + ~ 
A Y Z2s ~3/2( a s )1/6 

1 + T2 Qe (4ns}2 2s 3s 

x [{C2(l +O'85sc/s)-1/3 +(l-n2[32)t(1-n2[32cos28)t}2 

+ n2 [32T2~ sin4 812(s+ sc)] , 

~ = (1- [3'2) -t = (2sc/3)1/3, 

(21) 

and where we recall that A is defined following (4), Z by (17), C2 by (13b), Sc by 

(16) and a3 is given in the note to Table 2. 

(d) Accuracy of the Wild-Hill Approximations 

When compared with direct numerical evaluations of the integrals I~j)([3'), it is 

found that the Wild-Hill approximations systematically overestimate the I~j)([3') 

for all}. This is due in part to the dropping of some small (negative) correction terms 

before applying the Wild-Hill interpolation procedure, and in part to the interpolation 

procedure itself. In Fig. I we plot contours of the percentage error of our approxi

mations. In each case our approximations are seen to reduce correctly in both the 

Airy and Carlini limits. 

We make the following further points regarding the accuracy of our approximations. 

(i) In Section 4 we find that our results reproduce Trubnikov's (1958) exact 

results for 8 = -!-n; in Sections 3 and 4 they are found to reproduce the approximate 

expressions of Petros ian (1981) and Petrosian and McTiernan (1983) in the appropriate 

limits. These authors have carried out extensive numerical checks of their results 

and found them to be remarkably accurate; this implies similar accuracy for our 

results in this limit. 

(ii) As seen from Fig. I, the largest errors occur for Sci s ~ 3 in all cases. This 

general similarity, coupled with the systematic overestimate of the I~j)([3'), indicates 
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that ratios of quantities obtained using our method are more accurate than the 

individual quantities themselves. 

(iii) The largest errors are found in our approximations to I~5) and I~2). These 

are relatively unimportant because terms involving I~5) can be neglected in most 

circumstances for isotropic distributions, and in the region in which the error in 

approximating I~2) is large, terms involving I~2) comprise only small corrections to 

the emissivity. 

(iv) The maximum error in our approximations could be reduced from ~30% 

to ~ 15 % by relaxing the requirement that they reduce asymptotically to the Airy 

and Carlini approximations in the appropriate limits. We find that if we uniformly 

multiply our formulas by 0·85 we introduce an underestimate by 15 % in the Airy 

and Carlini limits but the error between these limits nowhere exceeds ~ 15 %. 

(v) Our procedure relies in part upon the smallness of terms involving the operator 

sdjds (in (:1) with respect to the other terms in (14) or (18). These terms are known 

to be small in both the non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic limits (cf. e.g. Melrose 

1980, Ch.4). All non-vanishing integrals involving sdjds have integrands of second 

order in the small quantity cos rx' and hence are expected to be small relative to terms 

of zeroth order in this quantity; this is confirmed by direct analytic and numerical 

comparison of the magnitudes of the various terms in (18). 

3. Volume Emissivity and Absorption Coefficient 

The gyro magnetic volume emissivity J(OJ,O) and absorption coefficient r(OJ,O) 

are given by the following expressions (Melrose 1980, p. 214): 

J(OJ,O) = 4n IlOO 

dy N(y)ij(OJ,O)¢(npcosO), . (22) 

r(OJ,O) = rE(OJ, O)+rA(OJ, 0), (23) 

with 

00 Ioo II rE(OJ,O) = -2n Jl 1 dyN(y) _ldcosrx¢(cosrx)'1(S,OJ,O) 

x oln{N(Y)/Py2} ~(2nC)3 
oy nmc2 OJ ' 

(24) 

00 I·oo II rA(OJ,8)= -2n Jl 1 dyN(y) _ldcosrx¢(cosrx)'1(S,OJ,O) 

npcosO -cosrx oln¢(cosrx) OJ (2nC) 3 ( 
x -- -- . 25) 

p2y 0 cos rx nmc2 OJ 

The division of r into r E and r A is useful in that r E is independent of any 

anisotropy [except through the normalization of ¢(cos rx)], while r A vanishes for an 

isotropic distribution. Using (6), r E may be rewritten in terms of ij(OJ, 0): 

rE(OJ,O) = -4n roo dyN(y)¢(npcosO) 

d{ (N(Y))} (2nC)3 OJ x - In _.- ij(OJ,O) - -. 
dy py2 OJ nmc2 

(26) 
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The quantity r A must be evaluated separately, performing the integration over cos oc 

using the same procedure as in Section 2. This integration is carried out in Appendix 2. 

The result is 

JOO N(y) W (2nC) 3 "I A 2 2 2 2 
r A(w,8) = 4n dy -2- --2 - ---2(1-n {3 cos 8) 

1 {3 "I nmc w Qe 1 + T 

x cf>'(n{3 cos 8){(2c2 C3 + til d)W)({3') 

+ (C3 C4 + til c2 C4)I~5)(f3') +ql d I~6)({3')}, (27) 

with 

I~6)({3') = t J 1 d cos oc' cos2oc' sin2oc' {J;(s{3' sin OC')}2 , 
-1 

ql = -n{3cos8(5 +sd/ds). 

As in (12) all quantities are evaluated at s = So and we neglect cf>". 

(28a) 

(28b) 

We note that the method of Section 2 is restricted to distributions which may be 

approximated by (9) wherever the integrand in (6) is appreciable. This does not 

necessarily imply that r A is negligible compared with r E; however, our method 

breaks down if cf>"(n{3 cos 8) is large. 

(a) Thermal Distributions 

Beginning with Trubnikov (1958), several authors have considered emission and 

absorption by an isotropic thermal plasma with distribution function of the form 

N(y) = Cy(y2 -l)texp{ - Jl(y-1)} , (29) 

where Jl = mc2 / kB T, N is the number density of particles and 

C = N(2n/Jl)-3/2(1 -15/8Jl+ ... ). (30) 

The integrals overy involved in obtaining J and r E (r A = 0) are of the form 

1= Il°O dy G(y)exp{ -JlQ(y)}, (31) 

where G(y) is slowly varying and exp{ - JlQ(y)} is sharply peaked at "I = Yo' Following 

Trubnikov (1958) and Petrosian (1981) we may perform these integrals by the method 

of steepest descents provided Jl is large. We have (with n = 1) 

Q(y) = "I -1 -(2s /Jl)lnZ 

X~2 { (~-1) 2} 
= "I -1 - "I sin28 In ~ + 1 + ~ , (32) 

with 

x = wsin28/QeJl, ~ = (1-{3'2r- t . (33a, b) 
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Differentiating (32) with respect to y gives 

, x(e -2COSZ8){ (~-1) 2} 2x 
Q(y)=l- e-cosz8 In~+l +~-=-. (34) 

Let y = Yo be the solution of Q'(yo) = 0; then using (32) and (34) one finds 

2yo ( Z x~o ) 
Q(yo) = -1 +., 1/"0 -cos 8+ ~~-1 ' (35) 

where ~o is found by setting y = Yo in (33b). The second derivative of (32) gives 

Q"(yo) = 4x Yo sinz8 
F ",,7 ~,,? . , 

and hence 

_ ~~ -1 (2n~0) t G(yo) exp{ - flQ(yo)} . 
I - 2sin8 flXYo 

We solve (34) for Yo in two limits and express the result in terms of ~o: 

~o = (4X)1/3, x ~ 1 ; 

= l+x, x ~ 1. 

Interpolation between these limits may be achieved by setting (Petrosian 1981) 

y~-1 = (2w/flQe )(I+%x)-1/3. 

(36) 

(37) 

(38a) 

(38b) 

(39) 

Volume Emissivity. Using (13), (21), (22) and (37) and substituting for the aj 

from Table 2, our result for the volume emissivity is 

J(w,8) = ntC ~z (yZ -1)\: Tz(l- f3zcosZ8)(~/s ?/z(1 +4.53 sc/s )1/6 
e 

X [{Tcos8(I-f3Z)(I +0'85sc/S)-1/3 

+ (1 ~ f3Z)t(1- f3ZcosZ8)t}Z + f3ZTZ~ sin48/2(s+ s.)] 

x e -1 (2n~)t ZZs exp{ - fl(y-1)} , 
2sin 8 flXY 

(40) 

evaluated at y = Yo, 13 = 130, ~ = ~o with Yo given by (39) and s = So given by (11). 
Appendix 3 summarizes the equations needed to evaluate (40). 

Special Cases. We show how (40) reduces to known results in some special cases. 

First, suppose we neglect the final term in the square brackets in (40); the resulting 

expression is equivalent to that of Petrosian (1981, equation 28) in the limit s ~ Sc' 

The neglect of the final term is justified except for the 0 mode for 18-!n I ~ Qe/2w. 

The exceptional case of the 0 mode for 8 ~ !n, where our result does not reproduce 
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that by Petrosian, corresponds to a weakness in Petrosian's analysis: his result is 
inconsistent with Trubnikov's exact result for this case, cf. (62b) below. Equation 
(40) does reproduce Trubnikov's result in the relevant limit To ~ 1, I cos () I ~ 1. 

Second, for ~o ~ 1, K = 0, n = 1 and s ~ Se we find that 

p,3/2N~~ A Qe{( Tcos ()) 2 ~~ .. T2} J(W()= - 1+-- +--
, 4Jn 1 + T2 w2 ~o 28 

x exp{p,-(p,jsin()(p1/3 + io p-1/3 -tcoS2()p-1/3)}, (41) 

with 

P = tx. 

Equation (41) reproduces the result due to Trubnikov (1958, equation 3.14) in this 

limit. 
Third, for ~o-l ~ 1 we have exp{ -p,Q(yo)} = G-ex)co/U. [with e = exp(l)] and 

(40) becomes 

N 1 A (e w Sin2()) co/D. 
J(w, () = (2n)t (wQe}!- 1 + T2 2p,Qe 

x {(1 +Ksin() +TCOS()2 +T2sin4()jp,}. (42) 

Du1k et al. (1979) speculated that this result was the generalization of two previously 

known results; our derivation justifies this speculation. 

Absorption Coefficient. For the thermal distribution assumed here and n = 1 
we may obtain the absorption coefficient directly from the volume emissivity by 

using Kirchoff's law: 

r(w,() = {(2nc)3jw2k B T}J(w,(). (43) 

(b) Power-law Distributions 

Let us consider J(w, () and r(w, () for an isotropic power-law distribution of 

the form 

N ( y) = 0, y - 1 < Be ; (44a) 

_ N(c5-1)(y-1) -IJ _ • 
- 4 ,Be < y 1, 

nBc Be 

(44b) 

with 

~ = 4n I1'" N(y) dy (44c) 

being the number density of electrons with y-1 > Be' We have 

J(w, ())} = N(c5 -1) B~-l f'" dy (y -1)-IJ;;(w, (J) {(2:'l' yr. + 2) 
1+8c --2- 2 1 r(w, (J) w2mcy _ 

(45a, b) 
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The integrals in (4S) are of the form 

I = Ioo dy G(y)exp{ -F(y)} , 
1 +sc 

(46) 

with (cf. equations 32 and 33) 

te { (~-1) 2} 
F(y) = aln(y-l) +hlny - ysinZO In ~+1 + ~ , (47a) 

t = w sinzO/De, ~Z = yZsinzO+coszO, (47b,c) 

and where G(y) is slowly varying with y, and a and b are constant. We perform the 

integrations by the method of steepest descents. 

On differentiating F(y) we find that 

I a b e -2COSZO{ (~-1) 2} 2t 
F(y) = y-l +y-t e-coszO In ~+1 +~ - ~(e-l)· (48) 

We obtain the following approximate solution y = Yo of F'(yo) = 0 in the case 

wjQe <: I·S(a+b): 

with 

(Yo+!Y-l = 4w/{3DeCa+b) sin O} , 

a+b = b+ 1 for J(w,O); 

= b+2 for r(w, 0). 

To a good approximation we have 

FH(yo) = (a+b)Z3DesinO/2w, 

and hence [setting n = 1 in ij(w, 0)] 

- --z-zsm +-
J(W,O)} N(b-l).j3 A De. 30(1 1) 
r(w,O) - 8 I+T w Yo 

x {(I + _T_co_t_O) Z + __ 2_T_Z_} 

Yo 3(a+b+2) 

)
1-6 { 1 

1 Z. -1 Yo (YO- Z )3 b+2(Yo-l) _, 
X e (2nc _ _. l+yo e --Z- e 

wZmc ee e 

with 

s = Yo w sinzO/De, 

z = {(~o-l)t/(~o+ l)t}exp~o1, 

~~ = ')I~sinzO+coszO. 

Equations (S2) and their subsidiary equations are summarized in Appendix 3. 

(49) 

(SOa) 

(SOb) 

(SI) 

(S2a, b) 

(S3a) 

(S3b) 

(S3c) 
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If Yo ;;;: 1· 5 then Z2s :::::: exp{ ·--t(a+b)}, and if Yo ~ 1 we may replace Yo-1 

by Yo. On making these replacements equations (52) become identical with the 

corresponding results obtained by Petrosian and McTiernan (1983), apart from 

the second term in the large braces, which is absent in their treatment; inclusion of 

this term is essential in treating the polarization of synchrotron emission. 

Synchrotron Limit. For Yo ~ 1 the gyro synchrotron formulas (52) differ in 

only small respects from the well-known formulas for synchrotron radiation from 

a power-law distribution (see e.g. Ginzburg and Syrovatskii 1965; Melrose 1971, 

1980, pp. 123, 217). The numerical coefficients of (52) differ from those of 

synchrotron theory, but by no more than a factor of 2 for 1> = 2 and by a smaller 

factor for larger 1> where integration over y by steepest descents is better justified. 

The chief difference between equations (52) and their counterparts in synchrotron 

theory lies in the second term in the large braces: 31> + 9 and 31> + 12 in (52a) and 

(52b) are replaced by 31> + 5 and 31> + 8, respectively, in the synchrotron formulas. 

Nonetheless, the degree of linear polarization, for example, obtained using (52a) 

(in the limit of weak Faraday rotation) is within 10 % of the synchrotron value 

for 1> ;;;: 2. 

4. Polarizations 

We discuss the polarization of gyro synchrotron radiation in an isotropic plasma 

in two complementary ways. First, in Section 4a, we consider emission into natural 

modes which are assumed to propagate independently; this corresponds to treating 

the polarization in the limit of strong Faraday rotation. The resulting degrees of 

total, linear and circular polarization reproduce and generalize results obtained by 

Petrosian and McTiernan (1983), and also reproduce the exact results obtained by 

Trubnikov (1958) for 8 = -tn. In Section 4b we treat the polarization in terms of 

polarization tensors, which are equivalent to an algebra involving the Stokes 

parameters. This corresponds to the weak anisotropy limit (Sazonov and Tsytovich 

1968; Melrose 1980, p. 193) or equivalently, the limit of weak Faraday rotation. 

(a) Strong Faraday Rotation 

Consider emission into the 0 and x modes. In the limit of strong Faraday rotation 

in the source, the degrees of total polarization r, linear polarization rl and circular 

polarization rc are determined by the degree of polarization in the sense of one mode 

(the 0 mode say) and the shape of the polarization ellipse for that mode. For an 

optically thin source we have (Petrosian and McTiernan 1983, equation 22) 

iio - iix 
r=--

iio+iix' 

T2-1 
0_ r, 

rl = T02+1 

2To 
- -- r, 

rc - T02+1 

where To is given by (3a). 

Using (21) we find that (for n = 1) 

iio(w,8) (To t/J +~)2 +f32T02(ysin8t~/2(s+sJ 

iiiw,8) = (~To - t/J)2 +f32(ysin8)4~/2(s+sc) , 

with 

t/J = (1 +0· 85sc/S)-1/3COS 8. 

(54) 

(55) 
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For the total polarization this yields 

(To2 -1){ 1jJ2 - e + fJ2~(y sin 0)4/2(s+sJ} + 4To ~ IjJ 
r = --(:-::T:O~-"-+---::I:-:){;-1jJ:12-+--:~;o2 -+-::fJ;o2 ~::-::(-y s~in-0~);;-:4 /-=-2(:-s '-+-sc-:--;) }:--- (56) 

Special Cases. We consider a number of special cases of equations (55) and (56) 

and compare them with previously known results. Firstly, in the case of perpendicular 

propagation (0 = 1n, ~ = y, To = - (0) we find that 

which yields 

fio(W,1n)/iix(W,1n) = fJ2 y3/2(s+sc), 

r 
1 + (3 - fJ2)sc/3s 

1 + (3 + fJ2)sc/3s . 

In the ultra-relativistic limit the total polarization then becomes 

r = -(3s + 2sc)/(3s+ 4sc) . 

(57) 

(58) 

(59) 

Trubnikov (1958) obtained the following exact expression for the ratio of the averaged 

emissivities for perpendicular propagation in two orthogonal modes, which correspond 

to the 0 and x modes in the limit of vanishing number density of particles (n = 1, 

K = 0, To = - 00, Tx = 0): 

fio(w,-!n) xsCfJ) -(2S/fJ2 y2)Jg dy J2s(2sy) 

/]x(w, -ton) 3xsCfJ) -(2S/fJ2 y2)Jg dy J2s (2sy)' 

with 

I 1 f P 
xifJ) = J;.(2sfJ) - 2sfJ J 2s(2sfJ) + 2sfJ2 0 dy J 2s(2sy). 

Two important limits of this result are 

fio(w, -!n)/fix(w, -!n) :;::: -L s ~ Sc = ty3 ; 

:;::: fJ2 y3/2s, Sc ~ s. 

(60) 

(61) 

(62a) 

(62b) 

Both of these limits are reproduced by (57). In Fig. 2 we compare the exact polarization 

forfJ :;::: 1 with (59) and with the value obtained from (18) without approximating 

the Qj. Our expressions are seen to be in excellent agreement with (60), the largest 

discrepancy being '" 4 % for Sc :;::: 8s. 

Another important special case of (56) occurs when s ~ Sc and I 0-1n I ~ Qe/2w. 

In this case To :;::: -(1 +a) and a ~ 1 (cf. equations 3), and (56) becomes 

2~ cos 0/y2 sin20 + a 
r=------;;------;;-

1 +2cotzO/y2 
(63) 

Equation (63) is equivalent to equation (22) of Petrosian and McTiernan (1983); 

these equations are invalid for I 0 - 1n I ;;S Qe/2w. It is clear from the discussions 

following equation (40) and equation (62b) that (56) provides the appropriate 

generalization to near-perpendicular propagation for all values of s /sc. 
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Fig. 2. Degree of polarization for emission by strongly relativistic (mono

energetic) electrons at B = tn. The results of synchrotron theory are given 

by the upper curve, while the degrees of polarization obtained from equa

tions (18) and (59) correspond to the middle and lower curves respectively. 

(b) Weak Faraday Rotation 

691 

In the weak anisotropy limit (Sazonov and Tsytovich 1968; Melrose 1980, p.193) 
the two natural modes are assumed to be transverse and to have identical ray paths. 
In this limit the polarization can be described in terms of polarization tensors which 
are equivalent to an algebra involving the Stokes parameters. In this subsection we 
derive the emissivity in the fbrm of a polarization tensor and use this quantity to 
obtain the Stokes parameters and the degrees of polarization in the limit of weak 
Faraday rotation in an isotropic plasma. 

The polarization tensors r P and ra.p are defined by analogy with (22) and (24) 

for an isotropic plasma. We choose the real polarization basis vectors 

e1 = (cosO, 0, -sinO), e2 = (0, 1,0), (64) 

to obtain 

co fl 
ijll(m,O) = '~1 -1 dcos Cl A{(cos 0 - np cos Cl) J.(SZ)}2J(U) , 

co fl 
ij22(m,O) = .~1 -1 dcosClA{npsinClsinOJ~(sz)}2J(u), 

ijI2(m,O) = _ij21(m,O) 

co fl 
-i '~1 -1 dcosClA(cosO -npcosCl) 

x np sin Cl sin e J.(sz) J~(sz) J(u) , (65) 
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with 

u = w{l - n[3 cos IX cos 0) - sQ./ y . 

Comparison with the analysis in Section 2 yields the Wild-Hill approximations 
to (65): 

ij11(W,O) = (Ay/Qe){l-n2[32cos20){ CU~l)(f3') + CP~2)([3')}, 

ij22(W,O) = (Ay/Q.)(l-n2 [32cos20)c~ 1~3)([3'), 

ij12(W,O) = _ij21(W,O) 

-i(Ay/Q.){l-n2[32cos20) 

x {c2 c4 1~4)([3') + c\ c3 c4/~5)([3')}, (66) 

with the 1~j)([3') as listed in Table 2 and the cj given by (13) with K = ° and T = 1. 

We have neglected a term involving ~1 in ij11(W, 0). , 

Polarization and the Stokes Parameters. If the volume emissivity polarization 
tensor r P is obtained from ij~P using steepest descents to integrate over energy we 
find the following degrees of linear and circular polarization: 

Jll _ J22 ijll _ ij221 

r l = Jll +J22 ~ ijll +ij22 Y=YO-

~ dI~l)([3') +dI~2)([3') -dI~3)([3') 1 

dI~l)(f3') +dI~2)([3') +dI~3)([3') Y~YO' 

rc = i(J12_J21)/(Jll +J22) 

'" 2c4{c2I~4)([3') +~1 c3I~5)([3')} 1 

'" c~ I~l)([3') + d I~2)([3') + d I~3)([3') Y=Yo' 

(67) 

(68) 

In the ultra-relativistic limit, (67) and (68) reproduce the appropriate synchrotron 
expressions in the case of weak Faraday rotation (Melrose 1980, p. 121). 

In terms of the r P the Stokes parameters are (Melrose 1980, p. 198) 

I=J 11 +J22 , Q=Jll _J22 , U=O, V= -2iJ12 • (69) 

For Maxwellian and power-law distributions, these may readily be obtained by 
comparison with the results of Section 3. 

5. Line Frequencies and Line Widths for Thermal Distributions 

The resonance condition for emission in the sth harmonic is 

w -kll vII -sQ.IY = 0. (70) 

This implies that emission in the sth harmonic from a distribution of particles has 

finite bandwidth; if kll =1= ° the spread in vII across the distribution gives rise to the 
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well-known Doppler line width, while even if kll = ° the spread in y over the dis

tribution leads to a transverse Doppler line width of purely relativistic origin. In 

this section we calculate the mean frequency and the line width of emission in the 

sth harmonic from Maxwellian distributions. Firstly, we obtain results for 8 = tn 
which generalize Trubnikov's (1958) expressions for the line frequency and line 

width to higher harmonics and plasma temperatures than previously considered; 

secondly, we consider emission at arbitrary 8 by a non-relativistic Maxwellian plasma 

and show that the line width in this case has the form of a simple interpolation between 

the Doppler and transverse Doppler limits. These results are of use in connection 

with certain laboratory plasma diagnostics (see e.g. Engelmann and Curatolo 1973). 

Analysis. We define the mth moment of the volume emissivity in the sth harmonic 

and a given mode by 

<wm(s,8) == Jooo dwwm - 1 J(s,w,8)/ Jooo dww- 1 J(s,w,8). (71) 

We make this choice rather than say wm and unity in the numerator and denominator 

respectively, because the emission rate for photons is proportional to J(s, w, 8)/w. 

Equation (71) may be written as 

<wm(s,8) = Hm(s, 8)/Ho(s, 8), (72) 

with 

Hm(s,8) =Joo dYN(y)J
1 

dcosoeJoo dwwm-- 1¢(cosoe)I1(S,w,8), (73) 
1 -1 0 

where I1(S, w, 8) is given by (4) and we assume that the plasma distribution satisfies 

(1) and (2). Setting K = 0, integrating over w using the b function in I1(S, w, 8) and 

assuming an isotropic distribution [¢(cos oe) = 1], equation (73) becomes 

JOO _Jl Al W~+l 
H (s,8) = dyN(y) dcosoe I+T 2 1-nBcosoecos 

m 1 -1 

x {(cos 8 -nf3 cos oe)T Jisz) +nf3sinoesin8J~(sz)Y, (74) 

with 

sQe 1 
Wo = , 

y 1 - nf3 cos oe cos 8 
Al = A/w2 . 

Perpendicular Propagation. In the case of perpendicular propagation the line 

frequency and line width depend on intrinsically relativistic effects as shown by 

Trubnikov (1958). On making the Carlini approximation (A18) to the Bessel functions 

(which is accurate to within ~ 10% for s ~ 1 provided f3 is not too close to unity), 

equation (74) leads to 

<wm(s,tn) = (sQe)mlm/lo, (75) 

with 

1m = Jl°O dy N(y)y-(m+3/2)(f32y3/2s, 1)Z2S, (76) 
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where we have divided both numerator and denominator in (74) by some common 

factors and set n = 1. The first and second terms in the parentheses in (76) refer 

to the 0 and x modes respectively. The integrals in (76) are of the form 

1m = J1 00 
dy exp{ _Q(y)}p(y)y-m, (77) 

where P(y) is a slowly varying function of y, independent of m, and exp{ - Q(y)} is 

sharply peaked at a particular value of y, labelled yp. 

We consider a relativistic Maxwellian as in (29). In this case we have 

Q(y) = /ley-I) -2sInZ (s fixed), 

Q'(y) = /l-2s/y2(y2-I), 

Q"(y) = 4s(2y2 _I)/y3(y2 _1)2 , 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

where the primes denote differentiation with respect to y. Now yp is determined by 

the condition Q'(yp) = 0, which gives 

yp = [HI+(I +8s//l)tHt. (81) 

To obtain nonzero line widths we must consider the dependence of (77) on m. 

We suppose that the peak of exp { - Q( y)} y - m occurs at 

Ym = yp+em, (82) 

with em ~ yp-I for small m. We determine em from the condition 

(d/dy)ln(y-m) + Q'(y) = 0 (83) 

at y = Ym. Using Q'(yp) = 0, equation (83) gives 

em ~ -mfypQ"(yp) = -m(y~-I)/2/l(2y~-I). (84) 

For the mean frequency of emission we find 

<O)(s, 8) = sQ./yp. (85) 

For S //l ~ 1 this reproduces Trubnikov's (1958) result for the mean frequency of 

emission in the sth harmonic: 

(0)(s,8) = sQ.(1-s//l). (86) 

The line width .10) in the sth harmonic is obtained from (75) using (82) and (84), 

giving 

(sQ.)2 2s 
(.10))2 == (0)2)_<0)2 = ----;;- y~(2y~-I) (87) 

For /l ~ 1, Trubnikov's (1958) corresponding result is 

(.10))2 = (sQ.)2(s+r)//l2, (88) 
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Appendix 1. Integrals over Pitch Angle 

In Section 2 the averaged emissivity is expressed in terms of five integrals over 

pitch angle (15). In this appendix these integrals are simplified and various approxi

mations, including the Wild-Hill approximations, are applied to them. 

Reduction Procedure 

We consider the integral 

A(~)(sf3) = f~l dcoslX (sinlX)2nJ;(sf3sinlX). 

Using the equations 

we obtain 

00 (-1)m(2t+2m)! (.1 )2t+2m 
} 2 '\' 2 2Z , 

{JtCZ) = m~o m!(2t+m)!{(t+m)!} 

00 (_l)m (1 )2t+2m 
) '\' -Z, 

J2tCZ = m7:0 m!(2t+m)! 2 

22r+ l(r !)2 

f 1 dcoslX (sinlX)2r = (2r+l)! ' 
-1 

(0) 2fP At (sf3) = - dy J2t(2sy) , 
13 0 

A~-l)(sf3) = 2 dy J2t(2sy) , f
p • 

o y 

(1) 1 fP 1 fP 2 
At (sf3) = (J 0 dyJ2t(2sy) + 133 0 dyy J2tC2sy), 

3 fP 1 fP 
A}1)(sf3) = 413 0 dy J2tC2sy) + 2133 0 dy y2J2tC2sy) 

3 ffJ + 413 5 0 dy y4J 2tC2sy). 

On multiplying Bessel's equation 

J~.(2sy) +(lj2sy)J~.(2sy) +(1 -ljy2)J2.(2sy) = 0 

by y2 and integrating, one obtains the identities 

f: dy y2J2.{2sy) = (1 - 4~2) f: dy J2.(2sy) 

13 132 , + 42J2.{2sf3) - -J2.(2sf3) , 
s 2s 

(AI) 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(A5) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

(A9) 

(AlO) 

Y"'-"-.t-'-.I..I.,",-.1.""~.1.,",".I. Y.l.vp""'5\..1. .. .J.vJ....L, ".1..1.'"'- .J."''''UJ.\-~ U,",.LJ.YVl..l. uy .L "-,,,,..LV.:l..lU..L.1 ,.L./U.l I U.l.lU I vLI\..J,'Ic.L11 
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f: dy y4J2i2sy) = (1 - 4~2) (1 - 4~2) f: dy J2.(2sy) 

(3( 2 9) + 4s2 3(3 + 1 - 4s2 J2.(2s(3) 

_ (32 ((32 + 1 - ~) J ;sC2s(3) . 
2s 4s2 

(All) 

We can now evaluate the integrals I~l)«(3), ... , I~5)«(3) which appear in Section 2 

(in this appendix we omit the prime on (3' for convenience): 

with 

(1) I fJ3 . 
Is ((3) = /J 0 dy J2sC2sy) , 

I~2)(R) = HA~O)(s(3)-A~l)(s(3)} 

I ( 2S(l-(32)fP ) 
= 4s(3 xsC(3) - fl2 0 dy J 2sC2sy) , 

1 . 1 fP 
xsC(3) = J;sC2s(3) - 2s(3 J 2s(2s(3) + 2s(32 0 dy J 2sC2SY) , 

I~3)((3) = H A~~\(s. ) + A~~\(s(3)} - (1/2(32)A~O)(s(3) 

I ( 2S(1-(32)fP .. ) 
= 4s(3 3xsC(3) - (32 0 dy J2sC2sy) , 

I~4)«(3) = ~ dd(3I~l)((3) 

= s~(-~f: dyJ2sC2sy) +J2 sC2S(3)) , 

I~ 5 \fl) = ~ dd(3 I~ 2 \(3) 

3 3-(32 fP 
= - 4(32s2 xsC(3) + 2sr 0 dy J2sC2sy). 

These integrals are now in a form in which they can be usefully approximated. 

Approximations to the Bessel Functions 

(AI2) 

(A13) 

(AI4) 

(AlS) 

(AI6) 

(Al7) 

Approximations to J;.(2s(3), J 2.(2s(3) and Sg J 2sC2sy) dy are required to obtain simple 

expressions for the I~j)((3). 
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Carlini Approximation. This approximation (Abramowitz and Stegun 1970, 
9.3.7; Watson 1944, p.226) corresponds to 

1 Z2, ( 2+3{]2 ) 
J2.(2sP) = (4ns)t(1-p2)t 1- 48s(1-P2)3/2 + ... , (A18) 

with 

Z = p exp{(l- P2)t}j{1 + (1- P2)t} . (AI9) 

Differentiating (AI 8) gives 

(1- P2)t . ( p2 ) 

J~,(2sP) = P J 2,(2sP) 1 + 4s(l- p2)3/2 +... , (A20) 

and integrating (AI8) gives 

fp p. ( 2+p2 ) 
o dy J2.(2sy) = 2s(1_/32)t J2.(2sP) 1 - 4s(l_p2)3/2 + .... (A21) 

These expressions are valid provided that s(1- p2)3/2 ~ 1. 

Airy Function Approximation. This approximation applies when p ~ I. Setting 

sc = jO_P2)-3/2 (A22) 

(again we omit the prime on P' as used in the text), we find that (e.g. Melrose 1980, 
p.1l7) 

, . I_p2 
J 2.(2sp) = n.J3 K2/3(Sjsc) ' (A23) 

(l_p2)t 
J2.(2sP) = ,.. K1/3(Sjsc) ' (A24) 

fp 1 foo 
dy J2.(2sy) = 2 .J3 dt K1/3(t). 

o· sn ,1'0 
(A25) 

For s ~ Sc one has 

K.(sjsc) ~ !r(v)(sj2sJ-v. (A26) 

Using these approximations and the identity 

2K2/3(sjSJ - foo dt K 1/3(t) = foo dt K S/3(t) , 
slso slso 

(A27) 

we find the forms for I~j)(P) given in Table 1. 

Wild-Hill Approximations. Wild and Hill (1971) interpolated between the Airy 

function approximation for J.(sp) and J;(sP) for s ~ Sc and the Carlini approximation. 
The corresponding limiting cases of the I~j)(P) appear in Table 2. Note that for a 
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given I~j)(f3) a factor (2sc/3)b (b constant) occurs in the Carlini approximation while 

a similar factor (2s/a)b occurs in the Airy function expression. The Wild-Hill 

approximation to the I~j)(f3) consists of replacing these factors by 

Qj == _+.2 (
3 a.)-b 

2sc 2s ' 
(A28) 

and noting that Z 2s ~ 1 as f3 ~ 1. The Wild-Hill approximations to the I~j)(f3) 

are given in the last column of Table 2. 

Approximations to Products of the Qj 

In Section 2 we exploit several approximations to products of the Qj of (A28) 

in order to obtain compact expressions for ij(w, 8). We briefly outline these 

approximations here. 

Firstly, we note that 

Ql1/4Q3"I/12 = Q;;I/6Q3"I/6 (A29) 

to within a few per cent for all values of sisco This approximate equality is easily 

verified by direct evaluation and is used in obtaining (21). 

Secondly, by interpolating between their asymptotic forms for s ~ Sc and s ~ sc, 

we find the following approximations for Q;;I/6 Q3"I/6 and Q2 5/6 Q3"I/6, also used 

in (21): 

Q;;I/6 Q3"I/6 ~ ~(l +0'85sc/S)-1/3 ~ Ql1/4Q3"I/12, 

Q2 5/6 Q3"I/6 ~ ~3(l +sc/S)-I, 

with ~ given by 

~ = (2sc/3)1/3 . 

(A30) 

(A31) 

(A32) 

Equations (A30) and (A31) are also found to be accurate to within a few per cent 

for all s /sc. 

Appendix 2. Calculation of r A 

In this appendix we re-express rAin terms of the I~j)(f3'), with the addition of a 

further integral I~6)(f3') for which we obtain a Wild-Hill approximation. 

Analysis 

The expression (25) for r A is 

r A(w,8) = 4nJco dyN~Y) ~(2nC)31 
1 f3 Y nmc2 w ' 

(A33) 

with 

Jl. 00 dcf>(cosll() 
I = t d cos Il( L 1](s, w, 8)( cos Il( - nf3 cos 8) . 

-1 s=1 dcoSIl( 
(A34) 
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As in Section 2 we convert the sum over s into an integral and transform to the 

new variables {3' and cos a'. We expand ¢' up to first order in cosa' and obtain 

Y J 1 (1-n2{32cos28)2 
I=t- dcosa'----------;:-

Qe -1 (1 - n{3 cos a' cos 8)3 

x {(I -sn[3cosa'cos8d/ds)'11(s,w,8)} 

x cos a' {¢' + (1- n2 {32cos28)cos a' ¢"} , 

evaluated at s = So, with '11 (s, W, 8) defined by 

'1(s, w, 8) = '11 (s, W, 8) b( w(I - n[3 cos a cos 8) - sQeIY) . 

Then, as with (14), we have 

y A 
1 = Q 1 + T2(1-n2[32cos28)2{(2c2 C3 ¢' +tjC~)l~2l([3') 

e 

(A35) 

+ (c3 C4 ¢' + tjc2 c4)/~5)([3') + qd 1~6)([3')} , (A36) 

with 

1~6)([3') = t J~1 dcosa'cos2a'sin2a'{J~(s[3'sina')}2, (A37) 

tj = -n[3cos8(5 +sd/ds)¢' +(l-n2{32cos28)¢". (A38) 

Wild-Hill Approximation of 1~6)([3') 

The re-expression of 1~6)([3') in terms of J;s, J 2s and f dy J2s involves some lengthy 

algebra using the methods outlined in Appendix 1. Our method in this case is to 

obtain the Carlini approximation and use this to infer the form of the Wild-Hill 

approximation. The constant a6 (cf. Table 2) is then obtained numerically. 

In the Carlini approximation we have 

1~6)([3') = t J~1 dcosacos2asin2a{J~(s[3'sina)y 

~ ~f1 dcosacos2a(1-[3'2sin2a){J.(s[3'sina)y. (A39) 
2[3 -1 

For large s the integrand in (A39) is small except for la-tn I ~ 1, implying that 

1-{3,2 1 Z2s 

1(6)([3') ~ -- 1(2)([3') ~ ----(2s /3)1/6 
S {3,2 s 4s2{3'2 (4ns)t c • 

(A40) 

Comparison of (A40) with the approximations in Table 2 suggests a Wild-Hill 

approximation of the form 

(6) , ~ ___ + _ . 1 Z2s (3 a6) - 1/6 

Is ([3) ~ 4s2{3'2 (4ns)t 2sc 2s 
(A41) 
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Numerical evaluation of I~6)([3') for S ~ s ~ 512 confirms this suggestion and yields 

a6:::::: 0 · 15. 

Appendix 3. Emissivity and Absorption Coefficients for Thermal and Power-law 

Distributions 

Among the most important results of this work are the expressions (40) with (43) 

and (52a) and (52b) for the emissivity and the absorption coefficient of thermal and 

power-law electron distributions. In this appendix we summarize these results and 

their subsidiary equations. The equation numbers from the text are included here 

for reference (in some cases the indicated definition occurs just after the equation cited). 

Thermal Distributions 

Defining the quantity 

tto = [3 cos 8 , 

we may write (40) in the form (with n:::::: 1) 

with 

Z A 
J(w,8) = nte ~e (yZ -1)t 1 + T z(1- tt~)(~/s )3/Z(1 +4, 53 sc/s i/6 

x ({T(I-[3Z)COS8(1 +0'S5sc/S)-1/3 +(1-[32)t(1-tt~)t}Z 

[3ZTZ~Sin48) e-l(2n~)t 
+ -. - -- ZZSexp{ - tt(y-l)} , 

2(s+sJ 2sm8 ttxy 

tt = mcz/kB T, 

e = N(tt/2n)3/z(1-l5/Stt ... ) 

(N is the number density of electrons), 

A = eZwz /4nBo 2nc sin z8, 

To = -Tx- 1 = - cos8{a+(1+aZ)t}/[cos8[, 

a = Qe sin28/2w [cos 8 [, 

y = Yo = {I + (2w/ttQe)(1 +tX)-1/3}t, 

x = wsinz8/Qe tt, 

[3 = [30 = (1 - Yo Z)t , 

~ = ~o = (1-[3'Z)-t = (l-tt~)t(1-[3Z)-t, 

s = So = Yo w(l- tt~)/Qe' Sc = -t~~, 

Z = [3'exp{(1-[3,Z)t}/{I+(I-[3,Z)t}, 

[3' = [3 sin 8/(1- tt~)t . 

(A42) 

(40) 

(29) 

(30) 

(5a) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(39) 

(33a) 

(A43) 

(33b) 

(11) 

(17) 

(7a) 
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The absorption coefficient is obtained from Kirchoff's law: 

r(w,e) = {(2nc)3/w2kB T}J(w,e). (43) 

Power-law Distributions 

In the case of a power-law distribution of the form 

with 

we have 

with 

N (y) = 0, y - 1 < Be ; 

= N(t5-I)B~-1(y_1)-o/4n:, Be < y-l ; 

N = 4n Icc dy N(y) , 

J(w,e)} = N(t5-I),,!3 _A_ Qesin38(1 +~) 
r(w, e) 8 1 + T2 w2 Yo 

x {(I + _T_co_t_e) 2 + __ 2T_2_} 

Yo 3(a+b+2) 

( 1) 1-0 { 1 Yo- Z2s 

X ~ (2nc)3 t5+2(YO-l) -1~, 
w 2mc2 Be Be 1 +Yo 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(44c) 

(52a, b) 

a+b = 15+ 1 for J(w, e) ; (50a) 

=15+2 for r(w,e); (50b) 

(Yo +!l-l = 4w/ {3Q.(a + b)sin e}, (49) 

~o = (y~sin2e +cos2e)t ~ yosine, (53c) 

Po =(1 - Yo2)t, (A43) 

s = So = (Yow/Q.)(l _P~cos2e) ~ (Yow/Q.)sin 2e, (11) 

z = {(~o-l)/(~o+ l)}texp~ol. (53b) 

The approximate equalities for ~o and So hold for Yo large or I e-tn I small. 
Equation (49) is valid for w/Q. ~ 1·5(a+b). If Yo ~ 2 we have 

Z2s ~ exp{ -t(a+b)}. (53) 
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